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ARTICLE INFO ABSTRACT

There are different theories on general meaning of civil liability basics. Each theory can be
fruitful by considering the fact that the civil liability of which phenomenon is planned to be
evaluated so that one can achieve the ultimate goal of laws namely establishing justice in
civil liability field and full compensations of losses. Concerning mass media and its unique
traits such the intensity and scope of losses and the precise meaning of fault, it seems that
the best basis of liability is in terms of technical and professional activities of both audio and
video media to which authorities should pay more attention so that they can prevent relevant
losses. Present paper attempts to discuss on the impacts of media’s liability and the way to
compensate victims’ losses by focusing on professional and syndicated liability as the basis
of media’s liability.

INTRODUCTION
Media is an invention of new age that can remarkably impact on
opinions and thoughts by its broad geographical scope. Setting
legal rules and norms for media operations are specially paid
attention by lawmakers in most countries. However, media cause
losses to individuals and businesses because of their negligence to
their legal regulations. Due to diversity of implications and
broadness of media offences, the basis and compensation of such
losses can be a very important discussion in creating legal
disciplined structures. Owing to the fact that civil liability is
highly more important than penal liability, many damaging
activities by mass media have no certain penal title in laws yet. On
the other hand, the principle of legal fines and punishments and
respecting the relevant interpretations on offences and punishment
prevent that someone can compensate the losses and punish the
offender only by relying upon penal laws. Therefore, the only tool
accessible for victims is civil liability.

Chapter one: overview and concepts

Introduction

Explicating and devising the basis of media’s liability requires a
comprehensive recognition on media and its different types as
well as the concept of the liability in general and civil liability in
particular as described below briefly.

Discourse 1: mass media

Mass media is a term entered Persian literature recently and as the
consequence of cultural interactions with western countries. In
original Persian language, it means jealous and sadness (Amid,
1984, p. 1041). In technical term, it can be discussed in two
general and particular concepts. In general concept, it means
technical facilities and initiatives by which human can conduct
both individual and collective communications. In other word,
media is technical systems and facilities which make it possible to

send, transfer, receive and control video or electromagnetic
symbols called information. In such concept, telephone, video
phones, radio and television are all considered as the implications
of media. In particular concept, however, media is referred to
tools and initiatives buy which mass communications are possible.
In such concept, press, radio, television and cinema are the clear
implications of media. What studied in present paper is the
liability of the latter.

Discourse 2: liability

Terminologists have described liability as what human commits to
do (Amid, 1984,p.1789). In law arena, however, it is a liability
with legal origination against ethical and religious liability (Jafari,
2006, p. 543). In such concept, liability has different meanings of
which the most important ones are penal liability and civil
liability. Penal liability is when someone is known as offender in
terms of behaviors considered as crime in criminal laws and
he/she can be reprimanded, blamed and punished. Civil liability is
defined as “in any case that someone should inevitably
compensate someone else; it said that he/she has civil liability.”
This is the same liability covered by present study.

Discourse 3: liability legal resources

The legal resources of media’s responsibility can be divided into
general and particular categories. The former includes laws and
regulations in which civil liability is considered irrespective of its
creator. Constitutional Law, Civil Law and Civil Liability Act are
the most important ones. The latter includes those laws in which
the functions and liabilities of each media is clearly defined by
lawmaker. The most important ones include Press Act (1985),
Press Act Amendment (2000), Executive Recipe of Press Act
(1986), the law on supporting the rights of compliers and artists
(1969), the law on translating and proliferating books and journals
and audio works (1973, and the Recipe on Issuing the Permission
of Founding, Liquidating and Monitoring on Foreign Mass Media
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and their representatives by Iranian Cabinet (1989). Concerning
IRIB, one can point out the Law on Running Islamic Republic of
Iran IRB (1980), the Law on Policies and Principles of IRIB
(1982) and IRIB Articles of Association (1983).

Discourse 4: the basis of liability

Upon posing a loss against someone, the questions is that who is
liable to compensate such loss and to what basis, such liability can
be assigned? Laws connoisseurs have tried to express the basis of
civil liability in the best manner and by considering social
requirements of our age.

Discussion 1: the basis of civil liability

In the past, lawyers believe that ethics is the hallmark of liability.
On this basis, they bred fault theory. Afterwards and in late 19th

century and in line with industrial blossom and growth and
establishing huge factories, accidents were occurred to which no
one was guilty and such accidents wer in fact the consequence of
industrial life style. Therefore, this theory lost its ethical
fascination gradually and it was replaced by non-fault theory or
risk theory using risk theory caused unfairly that some people to
be considered as liable while they had committed no fault and it
was a reason for economic depression of industrial societies. After
a while, connoisseurs found that risk theory in its abstract
meaning seems irrational. To the same reason, they resorted to
combined and mediated theories to create a realistic basis.
Inspired by Emil Durkheim’s theories, they replaced fault theory
with work irrelevance. Then, French Boris Stark stated that risk
and fault theories were misleading and he introduced right
guarantee theory and asserted that the basis is not to evaluate the
action of posing losses rather it is victim’s lost rights.

Discussion 2: mass media civil liability basis

As observed in Iran civil liability code and mentioned by civil
right connoisseurs, fault is considered as the basis of liability.
However, it is not adequate for media and one should determine
whether fault in its traditional meaning should be considered as
basis and a new criterion should be introduced or not. Answer: in
its traditional and ethical meaning, fault cannot resolve the
problems related to media activities. As mentioned, losses are
occurred in today world to which no one is faulty. However, the
justice reads that no loss should be remained uncompensated.
Imagine that in a movie, the scene of a car accident due to deficits
in vehicle’s brake system can impact unconsciously on audiences
and they refuse buying such vehicles and, as the result, the
automaker losses. In this example, one cannot introduce a certain
guilty since the movie needed such accident scene to continue its
story and to inspire its audience with emotions. Isn’t it a kind of
injustice by which an investor in auto-making industry would loss
only due to more excitation of a movie? As mentioned by lawyers
as a suggestion, expanding professional and syndicated liabilities
based on risk theory can be a proper alternative for fault theory in
its traditional meaning. It means that in today life, the jobs are
getting specialized and anyone who accepts a job should be aware
of its rules, skills, dos and don’ts. For instance, a journalist cannot
say that he/she is not aware of the side effects of publishing false
news on economic issues. Or the administrator of a TV channel
should know the damaging effects of broadcasting anti ethics and
chastity programs. To the same vein, US Civil Liability Code
reads: “someone who takes the responsibility of a service or
performing a profession or a trading should have the attributed
skills and knowledge to the members of that profession or trade.”

To the same reason, in today jobs, there are norms and common
and legal rules called as sample behavior pattern or behavior
standards in contemporary legal culture. When such behavioral
patterns are breached, it is sufficient that judge orders on
defender’s liability to compensate the losses. In the same example,
the director should know that a car accident may impact on
audiences’ opinions toward that vehicle. Therefore, it seems that
although there are no certain laws in this regard, when media
breaches its behavioral standards, it is considered as a fault and it
would shape its civil liability. Concerning the technical and
professional activities of mass media and owing to the fact that it
is highly difficult to investigate and confirm faults by mass media,
the burden of proving the fault should be taken off the shoulders
of victims. It does not mean that there is no need to prove the guilt
and the basis of liability should be based on faultless
responsibility; rather, mass media should prove that they are not
guilty in order to prevent being recognized as liable to compensate
the losses. It means that the media should prove that it has
followed all professional and behavioral norms and patterns and
has not operated out of its authorities so that it can be exempted
from any liability.

Chapter two: the impacts of mass media liability

Upon obtaining the concurrence of civil liability pillars and
defender’s liability by judge, the victim can ask for compensating
his/her losses and the defender is obliged to compensate such
losses. To this end, an association will be shaped between plaintiff
and defender called as right on behalf of plaintiff and obligation
on behalf of defender. Such association is called as civil liability
impact in law. It is studied and scrutinized here. Loss
compensation is the foremost and the most important impact of
civil liability with different methods. However, there are damages
which cannot be compensated. In other words, the aim of liability
claim is not to compensate; rather, it aims at victim’s satisfaction
and recovery. Imagine that during an athletic program, one
famous athlete is introduced as a person with ethical problems. In
such conditions, how much cash money can return his/her lost
reputation. Even if the relevant TV channel broadcasts a remedy
program, can one claim that all individuals who watched the first
program have also watched the second one. Even if all people
watch the second programs, can one say that this athletic figure
would be able to attend in matches with previous reputation? In
such cases, the aim of victim is his/her personal satisfaction rather
than loss compensation. Such circumstances can be seen more in
intellectual losses which shape a major part of media damages and
their main reason is that one cannot convert such losses into
money. Before addressing compensation methods, the way to
supply such compensation is discussed here.

Discourse 1: how to supply compensation

As mentioned before, diverse factors are involved in a media
impact and the final reliable to compensate such losses differs in
terms of damaging media. However, some lawyers have preferred
the existence of joint and several liabilities in media to assume
those ones who have committed paramount losses. For instance,
when the material rights of an author is breached by a journal,
writer, chief editor, manager and owner of the journal have joint
and several liabilities against the loser and he/she can refer to each
one he/she prefers and the mentioned person is obliged to
compensate all damages while among damagers the final liability
of payment should be determined by lawmaker. Such opinion is
not so compatible with the basics of Iranian civil liability.
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Although it is right that in such cases as article 14 of Iranian Civil
Liability Code or joint and several liabilities of numerous usurpers
against and/or in article 165 of Marine Laws, lawmaker has
accepted joint and several liabilities, it should be noted the
existence of joint and several liabilities in Iranian Laws is in
contrary to principles and its recognition needs lawmaker’s clear
clarification. In addition, article 365 of Islamic Penal Code reads
clearly: “when a group of people causes damage, they are equally
liable to compensate it.” Such verdict is decisive in establishing
final liability and has determined the distribution of payments
equally.

Discourse 2: compensation methods

Loser’s compensation can be conducted through below methods:

Returning loser’s status to original one

It means that the damage should be compensated in a manner as if
no damage is caused from the outset. Article 329 Islamic Penal
Code reads: “if someone destroys someone else’s home, he/she
should construct it as the origin.” As the article shows,
commitment to return the original status is the result of destroying
someone’s home. Although it is about a building but the norm is
so that it can be extended to all fields. The issue can be discussed
here is that if returning to past situation requires spending costs by
which the total cost is beyond the costs spent by loser, can judge
again verdict on returning to original status? Imagine that
advertisements of a TV channel introduce the products of
cosmetics firm as substandard and cause decrease in its customers
while the firms has already obtained standard symbol.  After
complaining and referring the claim to experts, they conclude that
TV channel should advertise several times more than that
advertisement in order to return the situation to the original status.
Obviously, such broad advertisements require huge costs for TV
channel. In such circumstances, can judge pose such a huge cost
on defender? One cannot issue a fit – for – all verdicts; rather, one
should draw lines among different situations. In this line, it is not
fair to issue a verdict on returning to original status if it is possible
to compensate the loser by other methods such paying given cash
sum. However, if the only way for compensation is to return to
original status, it is justified that the court issues such verdict.

Eliminating the origin of los

One of the plausible ways in compensating the losses asked by
plaintiff is to eliminate the resource and origin of loss. It is not
applicable in all cases of civil liability since in many cases,
damaging action is terminated after posing the loss; for instance,
in a radio program, someone’s honor may be aspersed. In this
example, the source of loss is eliminated when the program ends.
In this vein, article 131 of Civil Liability Code reads: “if the
branch of a tree enters the home or land of a neighbor, it should be
inclined and if the owner refuses, the neighbor can incline it.” It is
about a branch while it is obvious that it can be extended to all
similar cases. As clarified by this article, one can use such method
in losses in which faulty behavior is permanent and continuous.
When someone builds a little garden in his yard and its irrigation
cause losses to neighbor, in such circumstances, plaintiff’s main
demand is to eliminate the garden. In media era, the most
important behavior which can cause continuous losses is to violate
artistic and literal ownerships. Upon illegal distribution of a work,
it will possessed for a long time by buyers and one may never be
able to deprive their ownership. However, it is possible to prevent
its republishing. On this basis, article 29 of Act on Supporting

Compliers reads: “judicial authorities can investigate private
complaints on preventing the distribution, diffusion and supply of
the relevant work and issue necessary order to seize it to judicial
officers.” Disseminating faulty material in press can be another
implication of continuous damaging acts. The same deficit is also
true here since although one can prevent republishing damaging
material through a judicial verdict, it is too hard to collect a certain
volume of a newspaper in which such damaging material are
published. In this line, article 13 of Remedy Initiatives Laws
(1960) reads: “court has the right to order that seized assets to be
exited from public availability or to destroy them.”
The important point is that eliminating the origin of loss is only
true for future and it cannot compensate past losses. Therefore, a
verdict to eliminate the source of loss cannot compensate past
losses (Katozian,2007, p. 682). To this end, article 8 of Civil
Liability Code reads: “someone who has hurt the honor,
reputation and prestige of someone else via disseminating false
materials is liable to compensate it. Someone whose customers’
good will is decreasing or losing due to dissemination of such
materials, can ask investigation on such operation and he/she can
ask his/her compensation by guilty if defender’s fault is proved.”

The right to reply

Another way to compensate media losses is that the court requires
the offender to pave the ground for plaintiff to reply his/her
charges in the same media. Right to reply is the most common
type of press losses compensation. It is an ethical principle in the
laws of many countries with its defined norms and conditions. For
instance, in explicating the reply to charges, French Supreme
Court in its verdict dated 4 February 1905 issued journalists have
the right to refuse the reply by other party if it contains materials
against honor and respect. Article 23 of Iranian Press Code reads:
“whenever cases containing insult or criticism to ordinary or legal
individuals are observed, the beneficiary has the right to send the
reply to the same journal with 1 (one) month and the relevant
journal is obliged to publish such reply in one of the two volumes
after the date of receiving such answer freely in the same page and
column and with same fonts, provided that the reply does not
extend two times more the original text and does not contain any
insult and libel to anyone.” Paragraph three of the same article has
pointed out the intervention by judicial officials if such reply is
not published. In article 23, not only the right to reply is pointed
out, it is clarified that the reply should not contain insult and libel
to anyone; in such way, it is highly similar to the verdict issued by
French Supreme court. Despite of Press Law on audio and video
media, there is no certain legal text which points out this right.

Obligation to apologize

Another way to compensate victim’s losses is to apologize by
defender. This method used more in intellectual losses is one the
commonest ways in internal laws (Bigdeli, ,2007, p. 496). More
than compensation, this method looks for calming the victim
spiritually. Article 10 of Civil Liability Code reads: “someone
whose personal or family honor and reputation is damaged can
ask damagers to compensate him/her materially and spiritually.
Whenever, the importance of loss and fault type require, the court
can verdict on compensation through obligation to apologize and
publishing such verdict in press in addition to financial
compensation.” Principally, apologize should be published in the
same media in which damaging statements are published (Ansari,
Bagher 2007, p. 474) since it has certain and fixed audiences
which may change their mindset by observing apologize in their
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interested media. What can be clearly perceived by compensation
ways is that the civil liability impact on media losses is looking
for restoration than compensation. It roots in the type of activities
and functions of media.

CONCLUSION
Due to its huge audiences and broad scope, media is able to have
irrevocable impacts in short time on natural and legal individuals
both financially and spiritually. They include impacts which may
never be compensable fully. Therefore, the obligation by media’s
managers and personnel to ethics and law is an important factor to
mitigate media damages. On the other hand, lack of a
comprehensive law on media’s operations and lack of predicting
proper executive guarantees on damaging behaviors can be
considered as an affecting factor on expanding media’s damages
in the society which its compensation requires a special attention
by lawmaker. Concerning technical and specialized operations by
media as well as general rules on civil liability, it is difficult to
prove such faults. Therefore, it seems that the best basis for the
liability of media is to remove the burden of proving the faults
from victim’s shoulders and transfer it to mass media to prove
their non-fault which may cause that media pay more attention to
their actions and to prevent unfair losses.
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